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AS and A Level Physics B Delivery Guide

Delivery guides are designed to represent a body of knowledge about teaching a particular 
topic and contain:

• Content: A clear outline of the content covered by the delivery guide;

• Thinking Conceptually: Expert guidance on the key concepts involved, common difficulties 
students may have, approaches to teaching that can help students understand these 
concepts and how this topic links conceptually to other areas of the subject;

• Thinking Contextually: A range of suggested teaching activities using a variety of themes so 
that different activities can be selected which best suit particular classes, learning styles or 
teaching approaches.

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions for other resources you would 
like OCR to develop, please email resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk
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Would you prefer a Word version?
Did you know that you can save this pdf as a Word file using Acrobat Professional? 

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere 
on the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.)

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that will also 
convert PDF to Word (search for pdf to word converter).
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Content (from A Level)
Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

(i)  current as the flow of charged particles 

(ii)  potential difference as energy per unit charge 

(iii)  resistance and conductance, including series and parallel combinations 

(iv)  the effect of internal resistance and the meaning of e.m.f 

(v)  dissipation of power in electric circuits 

(vi)  the relationship between potential difference and current in ohmic resistors (Ohm’s 
 law) 

(vii)  the action of a potential divider 

(viii)  simple electrical behaviour of metals, semiconductors and insulators in terms of the 
 number density of mobile charge carriers 

(ix)  conservation of charge and energy. 

Make appropriate use of:

(i) the terms: emf, potential difference, current, charge, resistance, conductance, series, 
 parallel, internal resistance, load, resistivity, conductivity, charge carrier number density

(ii) and recognise standard circuit symbols by sketching and interpreting

(iii) graphs of current against potential difference and graphs of resistance or conductance  
 against temperature for ohmic and non-ohmic devices or components.

Make calculations and estimates involving:

Equations as detailed in the specification

Demonstrate and apply knowledge and understanding of the following practical activities:

(i) investigating electrical characteristics for a range of ohmic and non-ohmic 
 components using voltmeters and ammeters

(ii) determining the resistivity or conductivity of a metal

(iii) use of potential divider circuits, which may include sensors such as a thermistor or LDR

(iv) the calibration of a sensor or instrument

(v) determining the internal resistance of a chemical cell or other source of e.m.f.

Current electricity which underpins this whole topic can be conceptually demanding, so try 
to make sure that you include as many pieces of practical work as possible, falling back on 
demonstrations as need be. Previous versions of this course were backed by the ‘Advancing 
Physics’ CD-ROM, which is no longer tailored to the course: it does, however, have a great 
many ideas for practical work, with clear instructions for students. The teachers’ version also 
has lists of equipment for technicians. Many of the experiments and demonstrations are 
applicable to the new course. 

If you cannot get hold of the CD-ROM you will find that many of the experiments and 
worksheets are available on the Institute of Physics TAP (Teaching Advanced Physics) website 
https://spark.iop.org/teaching-advanced-physics#gref. 

https://spark.iop.org/teaching-advanced-physics#gref
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(i) Current as the flow of charged particles

One or more from IOPSpark:

‘Spooning’ charge https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-
1-spooning-charge.doc

Shuttling ball and ions in flame https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-102-2-shuttling-ball.doc

Conduction by ‘coloured’ ions https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-104-1-conduction-by-coloured-ions.doc

all of which are intended to show how current is a flow of charge. They need a bit of 
patience in setting up, but will provoke some discussion. The first two are best handled as 
demonstrations, but the experiment on conduction by coloured ions can be carried out in 
pairs, then inviting the other students to look at the most successful.

(ii) Potential difference as energy per unit charge: conservation of charge and 
energy (Kirchhoff 1 & 2)

Verifying Kirchhoff’s Laws https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-117-3-verifying-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc

If you have a sufficient supply of meters, this works well if you insert meters as indicated 
all at the same time: it may be preferable to carry this out as a class demonstration, with 
suitable verbal guidance. It seems wise to include section (ix) here, conservation of charge 
linking well with the work towards Kirchhoff’s first law, while conservation of energy in a 
circuit leads towards Kirchhoff’s second law.

(iii) Resistance and conductance, including series and parallel combinations

Demonstrate some simple ideas, eg:

Increasing resistance decreases current https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-108-1-increasing-resistance-decreases-current.doc

Simple experiments to measure resistance and conductance: perhaps increase the element 
of challenge by attempting to measure very high resistance, e.g. polythene rod, or making 
connections difficult, e.g. resistance of a line drawn on paper by a pencil.

Checking that the formulæ for combinations are consistent with experimental results.

If, initially, you concentrate on conductance for parallel conductors and resistance for series 
resistors, it may be easier for students to get to grips with the relevant formulæ.

Students often have difficulty in realising that a parallel combination of resistors has a 
smaller effective resistance than any of the component resistors, so start with this:

Lamps in series and parallel https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-114-1-connecting-lamps-in-parallel-and-in-series.doc

Then move on to resistors in series and parallel https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/
media/documents/episode-114-2-resistors-in-series-and-in-parallel.doc

(iv) The effect of internal resistance and the meaning of e.m.f.

Experiment to measure internal resistance, using

V = ε–Ir
internal 

preferably treating results graphically, e.g. determining the internal resistance of a chemical 
cell or other source of e.m.f.

E.m.f. and internal resistance of a potato cell https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-121-2-internal-resistance-of-a-source-of-emf_0.doc

You may use a lemon or any other citrus fruit equally well.

E.m.f. and internal resistance of a C-cell https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-121-3-internal-resistance-of-a-c-cell.doc

Try to get hold of some old, used cells, which seem to have a greater internal resistance. 
Discuss at some length on the graphical analysis of results and extend to consider the 
differences between advertised high power brands of battery as to whether they have 
more stored energy or are just able to deliver a greater power.

https://spark.iop.org/episode-102-current-flow-charge
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-1-spooning-charge.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-1-spooning-charge.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-2-shuttling-ball.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-2-shuttling-ball.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-104-1-conduction-by-coloured-ions.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-104-1-conduction-by-coloured-ions.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-3-verifying-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-3-verifying-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-108-1-increasing-resistance-decreases-current.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-108-1-increasing-resistance-decreases-current.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-1-connecting-lamps-in-parallel-and-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-1-connecting-lamps-in-parallel-and-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-2-resistors-in-series-and-in-parallel.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-2-resistors-in-series-and-in-parallel.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-2-internal-resistance-of-a-source-of-emf_0.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-2-internal-resistance-of-a-source-of-emf_0.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-3-internal-resistance-of-a-c-cell.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-3-internal-resistance-of-a-c-cell.doc
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(v) Dissipation of power in electric circuits

Experiment to investigate how power dissipated by a lamp depends on the current 
through it.

(vi) The relationship between potential difference and current in ohmic resistors

Experiment using a length of resistance wire.

The last two experiments use identical circuits, so students should manage to understand 
how to connect ammeters and voltmeters by now.

(vii) The action of a potential divider

Experiment, considering how results validate the formulæ.

(viii) Simple electrical behaviour of metals, semiconductors and insulators in terms 
of the number density of mobile charge carriers

Graphs of current against potential difference and graphs of resistance or conductance 
against temperature for ohmic and non-ohmic devices or components.

Treat this by way of several pieces of practical work, eg:

Measurement of electrical characteristics using voltmeter and ammeter https://spark.iop.
org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-1-electrical-characteristics.doc

Measurement of electrical characteristics using dataloggers https://spark.iop.org/sites/
default/files/media/documents/episode-109-2-electrical-characteristics-datalogging-
alternative.doc

Change in resistance at low temperatures https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-110-1-metal-resistance-decreases-as-temperature-falls.doc

It might be worthwhile producing a coil of iron wire: insulation is a problem here, or 
possibly a coil of very thin coated copper wire: one of the features of constantan is that its 
resistance is not much affected by a change of temperature.

(ix) Conservation of charge and energy

This is probably best dealt with at the same time as covering section (ii) on Kirchhoff’s 
Laws. Conservation of charge leads to the first law, while conservation of energy leads to 
the second law.

Sensing
Although it is not specifically mentioned, this would be a good time to let the students 
loose with whatever sensing and data-logging equipment you may have. They should be 
able to see how useful these devices are, particularly for logging very rapid changes and 
very slow ones. A light sensor and data-logger on its fastest range should easily record 
the variation in light intensity of the laboratory lights over a few mains cycles. Leave the 
same sensor running over the weekend to get measurements of day and night, together 
with any other use of the lab’s lights. A Hall probe should show a marked change in output 
when rotated through 90° in the Earth’s field. Students might also benefit from learning 
how to export data and how to produce acceptable graphs from it.

Should you choose to explore this topic in greater depth than thermistors and LDRs, a 
range of sensors are obtainable from various electronics and scientific equipment sites 
such as Rapid Electronics http://www.rapidonline.com/ and https://data-harvest.co.uk.

Gas sensors work well, though it is not at all easy to calibrate them – getting different 
concentrations of inflammable gas is, perhaps, too hazardous for most students to 
contemplate.

A hot-wire anemometer will give good results, though, again, calibration can be tricky 
unless you have access to a wind-tunnel – use an iron wire should you attempt this.

If you can etch circuit-board it is fairly easy to produce a moisture sensor, though these do 
seem to be binary in operation and it is difficult to register degrees of dampness.

Sensors are all around us: a washing-machine will not start its cycle unless there is enough 
water in it, and it has reached the right temperature. Your central heating thermostat is a 
sensor. Your car has sensors (at least) to warn you of over-heating, to warn you when the 
oil pressure drops, to nag you to use the seat-belts, to dip headlights automatically when 
approaching another car, to switch lights on automatically when it gets dark, and so on. 
Electronic weighing machines use a strain gauge attached to a heavy spring. The medical 
world uses sensors extensively to monitor patients’ temperatures, heart-rates, and blood 
pressures.

Sensors triumph over traditional measuring techniques because the sensor can be remote 
from the recording device, e.g. monitoring the variation in temperature of a car’s exhaust. 
In combination with a data-logging device an experiment may take place over a long 
period of time without the need for constant supervision, e.g. how does the oxygen 
concentration in a stream vary over a period of a week.

https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-1-electrical-characteristics.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-1-electrical-characteristics.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-2-electrical-characteristics-datalogging-alternative.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-2-electrical-characteristics-datalogging-alternative.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-2-electrical-characteristics-datalogging-alternative.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-1-metal-resistance-decreases-as-temperature-falls.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-1-metal-resistance-decreases-as-temperature-falls.doc
http://www.rapidonline.com/
https://data-harvest.co.uk
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The calibration of a sensor or instrument

Calibrating a thermistor

https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-2-calibration-of-a-
thermistor.doc

It is worthwhile having a set of thermistors on fairly long leads, terminating in 4mm plugs. 
Insulate the thermistor end using a couple of coats of polyurethane varnish because some 
tap-water is an electrical conductor. If all else fails, heat the thermistor in an oil bath, taking 
due care if using a Bunsen burner.

Calibrating an LDR

You can calibrate using a commercial light meter or datalogger with a light sensor, but it is 
not difficult to use the inverse square law, with students inventing their own units

intensity =           
k
 

where k can take any value the student wishes, eg k=1000 will give values of intensity 
greater than 1 for a typical calibration carried out in an empty photocopier paper box.

Use of potential divider circuits, which may include sensors such as thermistor, LDR

These two experiments introduce the idea and develop it.

Potential dividers https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-
1-potential-dividers.doc

Tapping off a potential difference https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc

distance2

https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-2-calibration-of-a-thermistor.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-2-calibration-of-a-thermistor.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-1-potential-dividers.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-1-potential-dividers.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc
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It is likely that most students approaching this section on sensors will not have studied 
much in the way of current electricity for a year at least, and their ideas may be only vaguely 
understood. The University of Colorado PhET website http://phet.colorado.edu/en/ has 
several interactive Java simulations which go a long way towards clearing some of the 
difficulties students may experience. If you are using a data projector with an interactive 
board you may well find that these simulations can be embedded into your board notes. You 
may download them all as one zip file, download them individually, or use them in a browser.

Also worthy of exploration is this site by Walter Fendt, https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/
phen/.

The first essential is to provide a decent model of electrical conduction: begin with metals 
and free electrons, where the experiments on movement of charge should provoke some 
interest. The term “charge carrier” seems to imply that the carrying of charge is optional, 
which is unfortunate: perhaps stress that electrons are charged particles by nature and that 
what they carry is electric potential energy.

In connection with this, have a look at:

Battery – resistor circuit http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/battery-resistor-circuit

Battery voltage http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/battery-voltage

Move on to develop the notions of current and potential difference, working experimentally 
whenever possible: the more practical work they carry out, the more likely they are to gain 
understanding. Devote some time to this: if they do not understand the basic concepts they 
will have little chance of succeeding in this section.

They should have come across the notion of resistance at GCSE and there is a risk that some 
students will believe that they have covered this idea and no longer need to pay attention: 
avoid this by dealing with conductance first, which should be new to most students. Carry 
out experiments to measure conductance using ammeter and voltmeter rather than a 
resistance meter, which will also strengthen their ideas of current and pd.

When dealing with resistivity this interactive simulation might help. http://phet.colorado.edu/
en/simulation/resistance-in-a-wire 

Move on to consider conductors in parallel: a possible model is of mindless entities 
constrained to move down a corridor permitting only a single file – if there are two parallel 
corridors then twice as many may flow, and so on.

Only when the concept of conductance is firmly cemented move on to consider resistance: 
if you deal with resistors in series then the various combination formulæ should fall into 
place. Bear in mind that the formulæ for resistance and conductance are best committed to 
memory, although they will be supplied.

It is worth measuring the relationship between p.d. and current for a resistance using 
voltmeter and ammeter, but, if the students have mastered this technique, going on to use 
a data-logging device for the characteristics of other devices, eg filament lamp and diode, 
would give them a bit of a challenge. Most data-logging software will allow a plot of one 
channel against another. If you set the data-logger for a total input of 10ms and use a.c. 
from a power supply, the experiment is very rapid: there may, however, be hysteresis effects, 
whether from an intrinsic property of the component under test or from the data-logging 
device.

This interactive application (http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/ohms-law) may relieve 
some of the tedium underlying Ohm’s law which has previously been studied at GCSE, as 
may this one (https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/ohmslaw_en.htm).

The practical activity PAG4.1 (downloadable here) may help link these basic concepts to the 
operation of the potential divider in practice .

When dealing with the section on conduction in semiconductors, this simulation may be of use, 
though there is no indication on the specification that band theory is required, which the 
simulation does use - http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/conductivity. Nevertheless, it 
might provoke some useful class discussion.

It is important to deal with potential dividers in practice as well as in theory: students nearly 
always seem to find this difficult, so devote some time to it.

There are many sensors which may be used in a potential divider network, but the syllabus 
mentions LDR and thermistor by name, so they should certainly be included in practical 
work. It appears to be acceptable to use a commercial sensor to calibrate the student’s 
device. For an LDR, a student might calibrate using the inverse square law and inventing 
their own units: carrying out any measuring before attempting to calibrate ensures that the 
calibration covers the necessary range.

Using a bridge network with sensors is worth looking at, especially with more capable 
students. This will allow for greater amplification of the output voltage, permitting the 
investigation of smaller changes giving improved resolution.

From a calibration graph, the student could investigate the sensitivity of his device, even how 
the sensitivity varies with input.

By now the students should have all they need to carry out an experiment using their 
sensors: concentrate on the two specified in the syllabus.

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/
https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/
https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/battery-resistor-circuit
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/battery-voltage
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/resistance-in-a-wire
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/resistance-in-a-wire
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/ohms-law
https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/ohmslaw_en.htm
https://ocr.org.uk/Images/585209-pag-04-investigating-electrical-circuits-.zip
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/conductivity
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Activities

If you can get one of the Advancing Physics CD-ROMs to work on your OS, then this will 
afford an excellent supply of problems intended to develop the concepts needed for 
this section. If this is not possible, then explore https://spark.iop.org/teaching-advanced-
physics#gref which has a good selection of material from the CDs.

Other than this, the Internet is not well supplied with suitable problems for the course. If 
you wish to use questions from past papers, the OCR website has a good selection of these, 
including papers from previous versions of the specification, many of which have questions 
which are relevant to the new specification. ExamBuilder offers a very useful database of A 
Level questions from which you may select a single topic and look at, or print out, as many of 
the questions as you wish.

https://spark.iop.org/teaching-advanced-physics#gref
https://spark.iop.org/teaching-advanced-physics#gref
https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/physics-b-advancing-physics-h157-h557-from-2015/assessment/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/exambuilder/
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Learner Activity 1
Current as the flow of charged particles: these two sets of questions introduce ideas 
involving Q = I t  and the density of charge carriers in conductors.

Introductory questions on charge and current https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/
media/documents/episode-102-3-introductory-questions-on-charge-and-current.doc

Electrons in copper https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-
104-3-electrons-in-copper.doc

Potential difference as energy per unit charge: it might be useful to produce a series of 
questions here dealing with the fundamental idea that

p.d.=  
energy

 

moving on to the notion that the law of conservation of energy leads to Kirchhoff’s second 
law.

This set of questions deals with how to measure p.d. in a circuit

Measuring potential difference https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-105-3-measuring-potential-difference.doc

Learner Activity 2
Resistance and conductance, including series and parallel combinations: if you 
approach this topic from the point of view of resistors in series and conductors in parallel, 
then develop each idea in terms of the other concept, it may be easier for students to 
come to terms with the physics behind this topic. Producing some questions leading the 
students through simple stages will help to reduce confusion.

These two sets of problems deal with the resistance ideas.

Introductory questions on resistance https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-108-2-introductory-questions-on-resistance.doc

Lamp and resistor in series https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-109-3-lamp-and-resistor-in-series.doc

The site lacks questions on conductance, so it might be worthwhile to produce some of 
your own, especially dealing with conductors in parallel, to show how easy this is.

Learner Activity 3
Problems about electric circuits: these questions, of increasing complexity, lead the 
student through dealing with circuit theory, and are all worth taking a look at.

Using non-ohmic behaviour https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-109-4-using-non-ohmic-behaviour.doc

Filament lamp and thermistor in series https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-110-4-filament-lamp-and-thermistor-in-series.doc

Electrical properties https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-
112-4-electrical-properties.doc

Circuit resistance https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-
3-circuit-resistance.doc

Combining resistances https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-
114-4-combining-resistances.doc

Types of light bulb https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-115-
3-types-of-light-bulb.doc

Learner Activity 4
Dissipation of power in electric circuits: assuming that the students have looked at this 
practically, this set of questions develops an ability to cope with the sort of problem they 
might expect in an examination.

The algebra of power https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-
116-1-the-algebra-of-power.doc

charge

https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-3-introductory-questions-on-charge-and-current.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-102-3-introductory-questions-on-charge-and-current.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-104-3-electrons-in-copper.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-104-3-electrons-in-copper.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-105-3-measuring-potential-difference.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-105-3-measuring-potential-difference.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-108-2-introductory-questions-on-resistance.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-108-2-introductory-questions-on-resistance.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-3-lamp-and-resistor-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-3-lamp-and-resistor-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-4-using-non-ohmic-behaviour.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-109-4-using-non-ohmic-behaviour.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-4-filament-lamp-and-thermistor-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-110-4-filament-lamp-and-thermistor-in-series.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-112-4-electrical-properties.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-112-4-electrical-properties.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-3-circuit-resistance.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-3-circuit-resistance.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-4-combining-resistances.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-114-4-combining-resistances.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-115-3-types-of-light-bulb.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-115-3-types-of-light-bulb.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-116-1-the-algebra-of-power.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-116-1-the-algebra-of-power.doc
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Learner Activity 5
Kirchhoff’s laws: not many examination questions require a rigorous application of 
these laws, but, should you need to debounce any students, there is an opportunity 
for introducing great complexity here, requiring an ability to cope with simultaneous 
equations in several variables.

This series of questions is kinder and should be within the competence of any A level 
student.

Kirchhoff’s Laws 1 https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-
2-kirchhoff-s-laws-1_3.doc

Kirchhoff’s Laws 2 https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-
4-kirchhoff-s-laws-2.doc

Questions on Kirchhoff’s Laws https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-117-5-questions-on-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc

Learner Activity 6
The action of a potential divider: students should have been given ample opportunity to 
explore potential divide networks in practice, but they will probably need some practice in 
coping with the notion. These sets of questions do just that and are well worth attempting.

Tapping off a potential difference https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc

Loading a potential divider https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/
episode-118-3-loading-a-potential-divider.doc

Brightness of bulbs https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-
118-4-brightness-of-bulbs.doc

The effect of internal resistance and the meaning of e.m.f: this can confuse students and it 
is worth spending some time in easing that confusion.

If you consistently draw sources as:    rather than

then it may help to fix the idea of internal resistance.

This set of questions deals with the consequences of internal resistance in a circuit.

Questions on EMF and internal resistance https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/
documents/episode-121-4-questions-on-emf-and-internal-resistance.doc

E r
E

r

https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-2-kirchhoff-s-laws-1_3.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-2-kirchhoff-s-laws-1_3.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-4-kirchhoff-s-laws-2.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-4-kirchhoff-s-laws-2.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-5-questions-on-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-117-5-questions-on-kirchhoff-s-laws.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-2-tapping-off-a-potential-difference.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-3-loading-a-potential-divider.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-3-loading-a-potential-divider.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-4-brightness-of-bulbs.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-118-4-brightness-of-bulbs.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-4-questions-on-emf-and-internal-resistance.doc
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/episode-121-4-questions-on-emf-and-internal-resistance.doc
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Learner Activity 7
PAG3 and PAG 4 practical activities: OCR has produced the following relevant suggested 
practical activities for the practical endorsement:

PAG 3.1 - Investigation to determine the resistivity of a metal

PAG 3.2 - Investigating electrical characteristics

PAG 3.3 - Determining the maximum power from a cell

PAG 4.1 - Investigating combinations of Resistors and their use in potential divider circuits

PAG 4.2 - Electrical circuits with more than one source of e.m.f.

PAG4.3 - Using non-ohmic devices as sensors.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/physics-b-advancing-physics-h157-h557-from-2015/planning-and-teaching/#a-level-practical-activities
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/physics-b-advancing-physics-h157-h557-from-2015/planning-and-teaching/#a-level-practical-activities
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